Grant monies will be awarded on a "first come, first serve" basis, with an annual grant cycle of January 1st to December 31st. Grant applicants must be an Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy (AGPT) member.

The Academy will award a total grant amount of $1000 as seed money to fund the Candidacy fees for a Geriatric Residency or Geriatric Fellowship Program Application per funded year.

Application Process

In order for a geriatric physical therapy residency or fellowship program to be considered for an accreditation application grant, it first must have applied for and obtained Candidate status by the ABPTRFE. (See website for details regarding the application process).

The geriatric residency or fellowship program will submit the grant application to the Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy Executive Office within 45 days after successfully achieving Candidacy status by ABPTRFE. A copy of the letter awarding candidacy status to the program should be attached to the application.

The Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy Executive Office will confirm the program’s candidacy status and will send the geriatric residency or fellowship program $1000 (based on fund availability). This will occur for the first qualified program to apply each calendar year.

GRANT APPLICATION DEADLINE: This will be a rolling application process and awards are dependent on funding that is availability.
ACADEMY OF GERIATRIC PHYSICAL THERAPY, APTA
GERIATRIC CLINICAL RESIDENCY OR FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM GRANT
APPLICATION COVER SHEET

*Available to Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy Members Only*

Name of Residency or Fellowship Program:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Person submitting grant application: ____________________________________________

Role in residency or fellowship program: ______________________________________
APTA Membership Number: _____________________

Address for Correspondence:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Address for Payment (if awarded):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________________

Daytime Telephone Number: ______________________________________________________

Fax Number: __________________________________________________________________

Number of residents/fellows attending (check one):
__ 1-5 residents
__ 6-10 residents*
__ 11or more residents*

* Awards are limited to $2,875.00 per program.

Signature of person completing application: _______________________________________

A copy of the letter from ABPTRFE awarding the program candidacy status to the program should be attached to this application.

Send/fax/email to:

APTA Geriatrics, Executive Office
Clinical Residency and Fellowship Grants
1818 Parmenter St, Ste 300
Madison WI 53562
866/586-8247
http://www.geriatricspt.org

Any questions concerning the application may be sent to the Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy Executive Director
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